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What is it?
 
STARC, a real-time performance monitoring tool for employers to identify, track utilization & 
productivity of employees and determine their e�ciency. And strictly NO manual intervention to 
record user's time-sheets, Streamline and align your entire workforce productivity with this tool 
easily NOW!

How Does it Work?
�  Install it.          �  Use it, it's that simple!!          �  Monitor in Real-Time

Real-Time
Performance Tracking

Analytical
Dashboards & Reports

Auto-Tracking of
time-sheets

Seamless Multi-Branch
Management

Hassle-free
Team Collaboration

Tune out
unnecessary apps easily



IT Companies
 With work from home culture being the new normal, IT Companies have tried to keep up 
their pace to o�er clients, on-time delivery. With STARC, get accurate time-tracking and 
reports for increased visibility.

Healthcare companies
 Hospitals have sensitive data about patients which needs to be secure in order to avoid 
misuse. With STARC, manage multi-tenant locations, teams, provide permissions to the 
suitable people and maintain compliance. You can also provide special access with the 
private mode for secure data management.

Government o�ces
 Government o�ces are often misunderstood as the place where the pace of work is 
slow. Transform this belief into a positive one by adopting STARC. With analytical dash-
boards, data filled reports and management of non-productive apps/URLs, remote work 
becomes e�cient.

Public Sector Units
 Timely reports segregated into projects as per the employee prove to be a great boon 
for PSUs to maintain work e�ciency, whilst avoiding unnecessary distractions by con-
trolling non-productive apps/URLs. The saved time will amount to faster public service 
disbursals.

General
 Do you worry about the time-taken for projects which may negatively a�ect your brand 
or hamper relations with the client, if your employees work remotely? Don’t you worry!! 
With STARC, you can easily get reports on Productivity, Utilization, Break time, Idle Time, 
Login & Logout time on system and have a control over non-productive apps/URLs.

Industry specific uses - A Single Solution for All
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Contact

Establish organization-wide visibility and control.

Enterprise-wide oversight with productivity and workforce control.

Easily delegate tasks and define priorities.

Team Collaboration and catch-up with your employees on their tasks.

Integrate employee productivity monitoring into your business process seamlessly.
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Benefits


